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About This Content

Emoji Book

This Emoji themed book unlocks 20 additional levels for Coloring Pixels! Inspired by emojis popular on IOS and Android
devices.

Contents

The Emoji book unlocks the following images:

Penguin - 27x21

Tongue Face - 28x28

Space Invader - 32x31

Cool Dude Face - 34x34

Thumbs Up - 35x33

Kissy Face - 39x36
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Eggplant - 39x40

Car - 42x41

Football - 45x45

Burger - 45x50

Plane - 47x47

Alarm Clock - 50x52

Rainbow - 55x55

Scaredy Cat - 65x70

Praise - 76x80

Snail - 111x95

Tortoise - 134x109

Shrug - 147x119

Unicorn - 150x139

iPhone - 162x318
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Title: Coloring Pixels - Emoji Pack
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
ToastieLabs
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX960

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated sound

English
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This got many of the emoji that one knows and may even love.
As many of the other player states the DLC is the easiest to complete of them all and I do understand their frustration with it.

I don't find it a problem though as it's pretty relaxing and it's what the main purpose of the 'game' is about afterall.
It offers you a break from the really tedious and complex ones that otherwise exists in the package.
. While I would understand why people would be disappointed with this one, personally I'm pretty fine with it. They're all
actually pixel art, for one, and the mid-to-large size pictures here are what I'd want more of from this kind of game in general.
The only annoying one is the last image, which is just a bit boring as you have huuuuge blocks of single colors all over the place,
it's a bit flat and way too big for how little you actually do. Besides that though, it's... fine. I blew through this entire pack in a
day of not wanting to finish the last Farm image and I enjoyed it well enough.. Not sure what people expect from an 'emoji
pack' Of corse the pictures will be small and simple, as emoji's are, It's a very cheap dlc, still got 4-5 hours out of it, spent much
less time on dlc costing more.
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